
Controlling	Religious	Views

Aim:	
To	understand	how	the	Nazi’s	controlled	the	religious	views	of	the	German	people



“Neither Catholic nor Protestant has any future left. At 
least not for the Germans…

Nothing will stop me stamping out Christianity in 
Germany, root and branch. One is either a Christian or a 
German. You can’t be both…

Do you really believe the masses will ever be Christians 
again? Nonsense. Never again. No one will listen to it 
again. But we can hasten matters. The clergy will be 
made to dig their own graves. They will betray their 
God to us. They will betray anything for the sake
of the miserable little jobs and incomes.”



“Strength	and	violence	is	the	only	
way	forward,	including	creating	a	
perfect	Aryan	racially	pure	state,	
there	is	no	room	for	the	weak.	
Hitler	is	Godlike	in	everyway”

“Tolerance,	love,	peace,	
forgiveness	and	respect	for	all	
people	is	the	way	forward.	We	
must	always	help	the	weak	as	
our	one	true	God	has	asked”

What	is	the	conflict	of	interests	here?	And	Can	they	co-exist?



Hitler	tried	to	control	the	Christian	churches	by	reassuring	them	and	encouraging	them	to	
work	with	the	Nazi	Party.	This	did	not	last	long	and	soon	he	had	turned	the	full	force	of	the	
police	state	against	the	Christians.

The	problem	for	Hitler	was	that	he	couldn't	just	
attack	Christians	as	2/3	of	the	population	was	
Protestant	and	1/3	was	Catholic.
Why	was	this	a	problem	for	Hitler?

The	Ministry	of	Church	Affairs	was	set	up	in	1935	in	an	attempt	to	weaken	the	hold	of	the	
Catholic	and	Protestant	Churches	on	the	people.	The	German	Faith	Movement	
was	encouraged	in	the	hope	of	replacing	Christian	values	and	ceremonies	
with	pagan	(non	Christian	ideas),	only	5%	of	the	population	joined	it.



The	Catholic	Church:
• 1/3	Germany	were	Catholic
• Catholics	owed	their	allegiance	first	to	the	Pope	rather	than	Hitler,	Hitler	said	a	person	

was	either	Christian	or	German,	not	both
• Catholics	also	had	their	own	schools	which	taught	different	values	from	Nazi	schools

Concordat	(agreement),	July	1933

• Hitler	confirmed	freedom	of	worship	for	
Catholics	and	he	would	not	interfere	with	
Catholic	schools

• The	Catholic	Church	agreed	that	its	priests	
would	not	interfere	in	politics	and	ordered	
German	bishops	to	swear	loyalty	to	the	Nazis

As	the	1930’s	went	on,	it	became	clear	that	Hitler	was	not	going	to	keep	his	promises	to	the	Pope:

• Catholic	priests	were	harassed	and	arrested	– many	ended	up	in	concentration	camps
• Catholic	schools	were	brought	in	line	with	state	schools	or	closed
• The	Catholic	Youth	League	(Youth	group)	and	other	similar	groups	were	banned
• Monasteries	were	closed	down

Pope	Pius	XI	issued	a	stinging	criticism	of	the	Nazis	known	as	‘With	Burning	Anxiety’, but	
it	was	pointless



The	Protestant	Church:
• 2/3	Germany	were	Protestant
• At	first	most	Germans	were	grateful	that	Hitler	had	protected	them	from	anti-Christian	

Communists	that	they	worked	with	the	Nazis

The	Reich	Church,	1936:

• Those	Protestant	churches	in	favour
of	working	with	the	Nazis	combined	
in	1936	to	form	a	single	Protestant	
Church,	The	Reich	Church

• Led	by	Kudwig Muller
• Pastors	who	continued	to	support	

Hitler’s	views	were	allowed	to	
provide	services

• Some	even	allowed	swastikas	to	be	
displayed

• Jews	were	not	allowed	to	be	baptised
into	the	Reich	Church	and	Jewish	
teachings	from	the	Old	Testament	
were	removed	from	services



The	Protestant	Church:
• Not	all	Protestants	accepted	the	Nazi	state.	A	few	even	spoke	out	against	Hitler
• Pastor	Niemoller in	1933	set	up	the	’Pastors’	Emergency	League	(PEL)	to	campaign	against	

Nazi	actions	- but	in	1937	he	was	sent	to	a	concentration	camp	and	PEL	was	banned
• The	PEL	set	up	the	Confessional	Church,	which	now	meant	there	were	two	Protestant	

Churches.



How	far	did	Hitler	succeed	in	controlling	the	Churches?
• He	had	tried	to	work	with	the	Christian	churches,	but	ended	up	in	conflict	with	both.
• He	tried	to	make	them	both	conform	to	Nazi	ideas.
• Like	the	police	and	law	courts,	the	churches	became	‘Nazified’
• Germany	was	moving	closer	to	a	Totalitarian	state	- (where	the	government	controlled	

every	part	of	the	state;	Reichstag,	NSDAP,	Army,	Police,	Churches,	Schools	and	the	Legal	
System).

1933 – Concordat with the Roman Catholic Church – Nazis will stay out of  religion, 
Church will stay out of  politics
1933 – Reich Church formed – Protestants under Nazi contol
1934 – Confessional Church formed – led by Niemoller and Bonhoeffer
1935 – Nazis set up Department of  Church Affairs – shows they were trying to extend 
their control
1936 – organised Nazi campaigns against Church schools and youth groups
1937 – Christmas carols and nativity plays banned in schools.
Pope issued a bull (announcement) called ‘With burning anxiety’, criticising Nazi 
policies
1941 – Cardinal Galen criticised the Nazi policy of  euthanasia (killing mentally and 
physically handicapped people). He was so popular that the Nazis were too scared to 
take any action against him.



Opposition	to	the	Nazis Treatment	by	the	Nazis

Catholic	Church

Protestant
Church

Pastor	Martin
Niemoller

Pastor	Dietrich
Bonhoeffer



The Catholic Church
Although only a third of Germans were of the Catholic 
faith, the Catholic Church presented a challenge to the 
Nazis.  This is because it had a huge power base – in the 
Vatican in Rome where the Pope was based.

The Reich Concordat was an 
agreement passed on 20th July 
1933 between the Reich and the 
Holy See. The Catholic Church 
was sympathetic to the Nazi’s 
anti-communist policies and also 
hoped by supporting Hitler he 
would leave the them alone.Ideologically the Catholic Church rejected much of the 

National Socialist doctrine and the Catholic Youth Groups 
came into conflict with the Hitler Youth.  Frequently the 
Hitler Youth terrorised the Catholic youth groups and beat up 
the participants.  From 1933 members of the Youth groups 
couldn’t belong to the Hitler Youth or the BDM.  They were 
also banned from the German Labour Front (DAF) which meant 
they couldn’t apply for apprenticeships or jobs.  In 1935 
Himmler issued a ban on all Catholic Youth groups – they 
operated illegally in rural areas until 1938.

The boy in the middle of the picture carries the 
banner of the Catholic Sports Association (DKJ) when 
entering a stadium in 1933.
The leader of the DKJ, Adalbert Probst, was shot by 
the Gestapo in 1935.



Minister of Propaganda, Josef Goebbels meets 
with catholic bishops – the Bishop of Trier, 
and the Bishop of Speyer in Saarbrucken City 
Hall

Whilst the Nazi’s anti-catholic message 
alienated many Catholics, some tried to come 
to terms with the regime for reasons of self 
protection.

By signing the Reich Concordat in 1933 the Catholic 
Church agreed not to get involved in politics.  In return 
the Nazis agreed to guarantee  the Church’s religious 
freedom.  But before the end of 1933 the Nazis started 
harassing priests and stopping the Church’s welfare 
work.  Police started supervising church services, 
catholic schools were closed and a propaganda campaign 
started against Catholic priests.  Hundreds of monks and 
nuns were arrested accused of moral corruption.  It was 
meant to show people that the church was riddled with 
greed, homosexuality and perversion. The Nazi newspaper Der Sturmer (May 

1938) “The Jewish Devil feeds criticisms 
of the Nazi regime to Catholic Priests.”



The Protestant Church

In 1933, members of the German Christian Movement, 
with Hitler’s support took the decision to bring the 
Protestant church into line with Nazi theology.

They wanted the founding of a new Protestant Church –
called the Reich Church.  This was officially set up on 
July 14th 1933.  Elections were announced for the top 
church candidates.

There were two camps:
1. The Pro-Nazi Christian Movement – led by Ludwig 

Muller
2. The Gospel and Church Group – led by Martin 

Niemoller and others

Hitler told all his regional commanders to support the 
Pro-Nazi Christian Movement and gave his

Personal support for Muller.  With this use of 
propaganda it was unsuprising that the Pro-Nazi 
Christian Movement won by a two-thirds majority.

They held the most important jobs in the newly formed
German Protestant Church.

On	the	left	– the	Pro-Nazi	Christian	
Movement.		On	the	right	– the	
Gospel	and	Church	group



The German Christian Movement was organised along 
the Fuhrer principle.  German Christians demanded 
racial purity and the de-judification of religion by the 
abolition of the Old Testament.

It supported Nazi thought.  Sermons emphasised the 
theological foundations of racial purity and the Aryan 
character of Jesus Christ.  Churches were decorated 
with swastikas

When the German Christian Movement said 
only Aryans could hold positions of power in 
the church, Pastor Martin Niemoller led a 
break-away group called the Confessing 
Church.

At first the Protestant Youth Groups didn’t 
have the conflict with the Hitler Youth that 
the Catholic Youth groups experienced.   But 
violence was soon started and it soon became 
clear that Protestant Youth Groups would not 
be tolerated.
In 1935 Himmler banned all youth groups that 
were not the Hitler Youth or BDM

Pastor Ludwig Muller joined the NSDAP in 1931 and founded the 
German Christian Movement.  He was appointed Reich Bishop in 1933.  
He couldn’t unity the protestant church and in 1935 the Nazis set up 
the Ministry of Church Affairs to persecute the Clergy.  



Pastor Martin Niemoller

Niemoller was a U-boat commander during the First 
World War.  After the war he studied theology and in 
1924 became the Pastor in the German Protestant 
Church.  

In 1933 he welcomed Nazism believing that Hitler would 
restore Germany’s greatness and also get rid of the 
Treaty of Versailles.  He was also opposed to 
communism.

But his views changed when the Nazis set up the Reich 
Church.  Niemoller believed this was about Nazism 
rather than Christianity.

In 1934 he set up the rival German Confessional Church 
and spoke out in public against the Nazis.  He was one of 
the few church leaders who spoke out against Hitler. 

Hitler was furious at Niemoller’s attacks 
and ordered his arrest in 1937.  He was 
put on trial and given 7 months in prison. 

When released he continued to speak 
against the Nazis and was again arrested 
and imprisoned in Sachsenhausen 
concentration camp as a “personal 
prisoner of the Fuhrer”.

He survived the next 7 years and was 
still alive when the camp was liberated in 
1945.

Poem written by Martin Niemoller. 

First they came for the Jews –
But I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a 
Jew
Then they came for the Communists –
But I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a 
Communist
Then they came for the trade unionists –
But I didn’t speak out because I wasn’t a 
trade unionist.
Then they came for me –
And there was no one left to speak up for 
me.” 



Dietrich Bonhoeffer

Bonhoeffer was a Church 
Leader who helped Martin 
Niemoller set up the Protestant 
Confessional Church in 1934.

He acted against the Nazis as 
he believed that Christianity 
did not belong alongside the 
Nazis racial views.  He believed 
Churchmen had to be free to 
preach against the Nazis and 
that Christians had a duty to 
resist Hitler and help victims 
of Nazi persecution.

In the 1930’s he published his 
views against the Nazis and in 
1937 the Gestapo banned him 
from preaching.

He joined the underground 
resistance and secretly 
gathered evidence of Nazi 
crimes.

Abwehr
(German army counter-intelligence 
service – a secret group working to 
overthrow Hitler).
In 1939 Bonhoeffer became involved in 
the Abwehr by planning “Operation 7” –
to help a small number of Jews escape 
Germany.  The excuse given was that 
the Jews were needed for propaganda 
work in Switzerland to show the world 
that there was no cruelty to German 
Jews.  

Eventually Bonhoeffer was involved in 
the plan to assassinate Hitler.  But in 
1942 he was arrested.  In 1944 he was 
transferred to a concentration camp 
where he continued to write poems and 
letters.  He also preached the word of 
God and resistance to the Nazis.
On 8 April 1945 he was put on trial –
for half an hour.  He was hanged the 
next day by the SS.

“We must use our 
powers to free 
ourselves from the 
oppressive hand of 
the authority – like 
the Apostles of old 
did.  We are not 
willing to remain 
silent by decision of 
man when God 
commands he to 
speak.”



Church	
Opposition:

Niemoller’s PEL	opposed:

• The	joining	of	regional	churches	into	
one	national	German	Christian	Church

• Nazi	attempts	to	stop	jews becoming	
Christians	and	banning	the	Jewish	
teachings	from	the	Old	Testament

• 6000	Protestants	joined	Niemoller’s
Confessional	Church,	2000	remained	
in	Hitler’s	Reich	Church

• 800	Pastors	were	arrested	and	sent	to	
camps,	including	Niemoller

Protestant	Opposition:

Catholic	Opposition:
Some	Catholic	priests	spoke	out	against	the	Nazi	
ideas

• 400	were	sent	to	the	’Priest’s	Block’	at	
Dachau	Concentration	Camp

• There	were	big	attendances	at	Catholic	
services,	but	this	was	a	muted	opposition	as	
not	many	were	brave	enough	to	publicly	
oppose	the	Nazi	regime

• The	Pope’s	‘Burning	Anxiety’	letter	was	read	
out	in	Catholic	churches,	this	just	angered	
Hitler	more	leading	to	more	aggressive	
policies	eg:	removing	crucifix	from	schools

What	is	the	view	of	this	interpretation	and	do	you	agree?


